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MARGALIT LANKRY BRINGS WOMEN
IN INTERIOR DESIGN TOGETHER
TO COOPERATE RATHER THAN COMPETE
By Devorie Kreiman
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O

n December 15, 2021, Margalit Lankry
arrived early at the spacious Old
Carriage House in Monsey, the
workspace of Shani Kaufman of ICO
Design, to oversee the setup for the
third Designers with Intention event.
The loft’s exposed brick and wooden
plank floors were the ideal setting for
Margalit’s creative touch. The lighting
and greenery, even the food and drinks, were works of art.

That evening, over a hundred female
interior designers gathered to enjoy the
buffet and treats, collect vendor giveaways
such as paintbrush pens, miniature lamps
and tape measures, and to trade stories. It
was an unusual group of women, all in the
same industry, coming together to give each
other support in both their professional and
personal lives.
The idea came to Margalit three years
28

ago. “I used to pass by a site that another
interior designer was working on and
wonder why I hadn’t been hired for that
project,” she says. “I knew that I wasn’t the
only one feeling that way. I heard people
say that interior designers are snobby and
that each one tries to prove she’s better than
the others, and it bothered me. I didn’t want
to be like that. I called my father, who’s a
very learned man, and told him that I didn’t

know what to do about my feelings. He
said, ‘A Jew isn’t allowed to be jealous. You
need to take action to change that.’”
Margalit took his advice to heart. She
started by sending messages to ten interior
designers, asking if they were interested in
joining a chat so they could help each other.
“But I was very tentative about the idea.
Even when I reached out to others, I was
already making excuses for them, giving
them an out in case they thought it was
nuts. I said, ‘I know we’re all busy and we
have a lot of clients, so if this isn’t for you…’
But within minutes I’d gotten several enthusiastic responses.”
Some women hesitated, one of whom
messaged Margalit privately to say, “I put
my blood, sweat and tears into what I’ve
accomplished. How can I just give it away?”
Another pointed out that she’d developed
her own techniques and trade secrets so
that she would stand out. “That’s what
makes me better. Isn’t it?” she questioned.
Margalit replied, “Everything comes
down to bitachon, because everything is
from Hashem. If it took me six months to
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”EVEN WHEN I REACHED OUT TO
OTHERS, I WAS ALREADY
MAKING EXCUSES FOR THEM,
GIVING THEM AN OUT IN CASE
THEY THOUGHT IT WAS NUTS.”
find a specialty painter, I can pass that information on to another designer because
I trust that it’s the right thing to do and
that whatever I need will come to me some
other way. Everyone is a little different.
Some of us are great at color or fabric.
Others do wonders with space. It all works
out. There’s enough business for everyone.
Why can’t we be nice?”
The chat soon had over 130 members
and initially focused on softening their
competitive edge. As more women let down
their guard and shared their struggles to
balance work and family, they realized that
none of them had to go it alone and that
even those who seemed very put-together
had difficult days. The chat was also a practical resource. People reached out with
questions about dealing with clients and
asked for recommendations, such as for
flooring installers or help in tracking down
a particular wallpaper design.
“What’s unbelievable is that many of the
women are bidding on the same jobs,”
Margalit says. “But it’s no longer one name
in the industry against another. I now know
the person behind the name, and I care
about her. If she gets this job, I’m genuinely happy for her. I’ll get the next one.”
This fresh approach enhanced the
women’s lives in many ways. For example,
it’s customary for vendors to send their
interior designers elaborate mishloach manos
packages so they can post them on social
media. “Someone would put up a picture
of a huge cake, and I’d wonder why all I got
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was a small box of chocolates from the same
supplier. So I said, ‘Let’s put a stop to this.
If someone wants to say thank you to us,
that’s great, but there’s no need to show it
off to the whole world.’ Other women
reached out to tell me how much they appreciated that.”
Margalit took it a step further and organized annual get-togethers. The first event
was in January of 2019. That night, despite
a heavy snowstorm, 35 women came to her
house for dinner. There was no agenda other
than to get to know each other and join
forces.
A year later, in March of 2020, Margalit
went all out on lighting, flowers, food and
a speaker. She also arranged for sponsors,
so the event was free. “These women put so
much into their careers that I wanted them
to be pampered,” she explains. “Although a
hundred women RSVP’d that they were
coming, only about half of them showed
up because it was Erev COVID. The schools
closed the very next day.”

Capturing dreams
Margalit, who is of Syrian Jewish descent,
was raised to appreciate beauty. Her mother
is an artist, and her childhood home in
Flatbush was alive with patterns and colors.
“It’s in my blood,” she says. “All of my siblings are also very creative, but we’ve taken
it in different directions.”
After Margalit married in 1987, her
husband learned in kollel for ten years. As
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a stay-at-home mom, she found ways to
express her love of transformation, decorating her house with flea-market finds and
creating elaborate photo albums. She didn’t
consider interior design as a career until she
was in her 30s and her children were in
school.
She began in the late 1990s with a homestudy correspondence course, mailing in
her homework assignments and eventually earning her certification. “Today there
are even more opportunities for frum
women in this industry. You don’t need a
college degree to become successful. You
can do it from home while raising your

children. There are books, podcasts and a
variety of online courses. Once you find
your niche, you will shine. Some people
may think that it’s materialistic to focus so
much on details like style and color, but it’s
really about human connection, listening
closely to what clients are saying and capturing their dreams.”
Margalit works in commercial design.
“In a commercial space, I can be much more
daring. I’ll use bold color, extreme lighting
or a feature wall—such as the one we
created with a business logo in a cutout that
glowed bright red. You wouldn’t want to
stare at that in your living room, but in a

business the effect is dramatic.”
Empty space is the challenge and the
promise, because it can be turned into
anything. Margalit zeroes in on the energy
of the business in order to make the space
memorable. “Beyond color, paint or tile, it’s
about the experience. I want it to change
how you feel when you’re in it.”
She recently designed the interior of The
Special Children’s Center in Lakewood.
Her objective was to create an environment
in which the kids were comfortable and the
parents felt good about leaving their children there. As she saw it, the energy of the
space was a home away from home, with a
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“IN EVERY AREA
OF LIFE PEOPLE
the Designer,” in which she interviews
CAN FOLLOW on
women in creative careers and shares their
THEIR DREAMS stories as a way of inspiring others. She
schmoozes with her subjects about their
AS LONG
choices and how they overcame the challenges of their work—a career start late in
AS THEY’RE
life, working while managing the needs of
a large family, pivoting into a brand-new
PREPARED
career, or even illness.
“The messages in the videos are universal.
TO PUT IN
In every area of life people can follow their
THE EFFORT... dreams as long as they’re prepared to put
in the effort. People think that interior
INTERIOR
design is glamorous and you get to look at
pretty things all day, but it’s actually very
DESIGN IS
hard work. That’s why I showcase women
dealing with challenges, which is encouragACTUALLY
ing to others.”
VERY HARD
The bigger
WORK.”
fairy-tale twist: a red roof, light blue
shingles, and a hallway lit by staggered
acrylic tubes that change color as you walk
underneath them, creating a sense of underwater movement. Margalit’s lighting
expert and his fabricator saw the plans and
shook their heads. “No way,” they said.
“We’ve never seen that done. It will cost
too much.” She did some research and found
a way to get it done.
For another project, she envisioned a
ceiling of glass panels. She was told it wasn’t
doable. But she managed to do it anyway,
proof that it isn’t always necessary to listen
to naysayers.
As the years passed and technology advanced, interior design evolved, forcing
Margalit to up her game. “My father used
to tell me that I had to keep up with the
times or hire others who could. So I hire
my weaknesses—people who fill in the gaps
for the things I can’t do. That way, I can give
my clients what they want.” She heads a
team of five people, two of whom are her
daughters.
Margalit produces a monthly video, “Eye
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message

This year’s Designers with Intention event
had eight sponsors. The guest speaker was
Stacy Garcia, a successful creative entrepreneur and founder of multiple business
enterprises. When she stood up to speak,
she acknowledged that she herself was
inspired by this group of successful women.
Margalit’s vision goes beyond her own
platform as a designer. “The bigger message
has nothing to do with design; it’s about
trust and kindness. These women are
amazing. We have to learn from them.”
Her fellow designers agree. Shani
Kaufman posted recently, “Instead of
looking over our shoulders, we now put our
arms around each other’s shoulders in camaraderie.”
Can this model of working together
instead of competing find a place in other
industries, even among people who share
the same client base? Shani believes that it
can and must. “Once in a while someone
special does something special, and that
something special brings about real change.
Margalit did this for interior design; others
can do it for their industries.” l
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